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It’s easy to answer the commentary comparing the Jan. 6 investigation to a similar prosecution in ancient Rome (“Where Rome ... ask interesting questions, and, most importantly, listen.

Are we too divided to escape fate of ancient Rome?
From the “world’s first analogue computer” created more than 2,000 years ago and found on a Roman shipwreck, to a Turkish settlement that turned every theory of civilisation on its head, here are 10 ...

Ten archaeological mysteries, from Super-Henge to the 2,000-year-old computer
A new exhibit at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York scatters recreations of what these statues ACTUALLY looked like throughout its galleries: they're painted in garish colors with multiple ...

We know Greek statues weren't white. Now you can see them in color.
Elegant properties with incredible dining just steps from famed attractions? When it comes to the best hotels in Rome, Travel + Leisure readers say that’s amore.

The 5 Best Hotels in Rome
The remains of an ancient tortoise in Pompeii ... “There are a lot of interesting questions, but we’ll probably never know the answers,” Macciardi adds. The man’s DNA also revealed that he was ...

Scientists Have Fully Sequenced the DNA of a Pompeii Victim for the First Time
The revival of the Hebrew language is a unique event in modern history. From a dead language without any natural speakers, Hebrew became the spoken language of millions around the world, used as ...

Israeli Embassy in Italy partners in new Hebrew alphabet design project
For nearly three decades, Hank Hanegraaff has been the “Bible Answer Man” to millions of evangelical Christians who tune in to his Charlotte-based radio program with questions – big and ...

‘In the eye of the tornado’
The field trip coincided with a unit on Ancient Rome and STEM the second ... involve students asking open-ended questions and working through the answers collectively — is encouraged, too.

Watch now: How one Lincoln school is looking to revitalize Catholic education
The 2,000-year-old Roman shipwreck that carried the Antikythera ... boulders revealed an area that’s thought to be within the ancient ship's hull and contained the latest finds, including ...

Head of Hercules and other treasures found on Roman 'Antikythera Mechanism' shipwreck
Ancient trade route between China and ... one or two or 3000 years ago were eating. There are other questions that you might get answers to. For instance: How far from home did they wander?

Peter Frankopan, author: ‘The world order led by the West is under pressure’
After the Roman Emperor Constantine converted to Christianity ... All these uses draw on the ancient belief in Mary’s power to intervene in times of trouble. However, ideological, political ...

The Conversation: The patriotic Virgin: How Mary’s been marshaled for religious nationalism and military campaigns
On the subject of ancient ... Imperial Roman military history came up as a specialist subject on Mastermind — a TV trivia show here in the UK — I answered 19 out of the 20 questions correctly ...

Warlord: Britannia is the (almost) perfect blend of strategy and first person gaming
That's just how Ancient Greek sculpture was ... There's that famous story of the sphinx at the crossroads and having to answer the questions — that sphinx stood on a column, too.
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